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De-camoufaging Chameleons:
Requiring Transparency for Consumer
Protecton in the Internet of Things
Rónán Kennedy[1]
Informaton and communicatons technology (ICT) and the development of the so-called ‘Internet
of Things’ (IoT) provide new and valuable afordances to businesses and consumers. The use of
sensors, sofware, and interconnectvity enable very useful adaptve capabilites. However, the
rapid development of so-called ‘smart devices’ means that many everyday items, including
sofware applicatons, are now impenetrable ‘black boxes’, and their behaviours are not fxed for
all tme. They are ‘chameleon devices’, which can be subverted for corporate deceit, surveillance,
or computer crime. While aspects of the IoT and privacy have been discussed by other scholars,
this paper contributes to the literature by bringing together examples of digital devices being
surrepttously diverted to purposes undesired by the consumer, reconceptualising these in the
context of Foucauldian governmentality theory, and setng out a variety of proposals for law
reform.

1. Introducton
Informaton and communicatons technology (ICT) and the development of the so-called ‘Internet
of Things’ (IoT) provide new and valuable afordances to businesses and consumers. The use of
sensors, sofware, and interconnectvity (marketed as ‘smartness’) provide digital devices with
very useful adaptve capabilites. The rapid development of so-called ‘smart devices’ means that
many everyday items are now impenetrable ‘black boxes’. However, unlike non-computerised
devices, their behaviours are not fxed for all tme, and they can be subverted for corporate deceit,
surveillance, or computer crime. They become ‘chameleon devices’, hiding in plain sight.
While aspects of the IoT and privacy have been discussed by other scholars, this paper contributes
to the literature by highlightng the lack of consumer awareness of, and legal protecton against,
the unauthorised re-purposing of data by end-user devices. It presents examples of digital devices
being surrepttously diverted to purposes undesired by the consumer, placing these in the context
of Foucauldian governmentality theory, and setng out a variety of proposals for European law
reform, aiming at ensuring that Internet of Things devices operate in a moral, ethical, and legal
fashion that is in keeping with public policy goals. Its key contributon is the noton of IoT devices
as chameleons – capable of changing their behaviour and appearance to ft in with their
surroundings but with an agency and agenda other than what they seem to be, whether that is at
the behest of their manufacturer, law enforcement and security services, or criminals.
It explores two case studies which highlight diferent aspects of this developing phenomenon.
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First, the scandal surrounding Volkswagen’s purported low-emissions diesel cars demonstrates the
extent to which regulated enttes can invade privacy by enrolling individuals in a massive
corporate fraud. Second, the monitoring capacites of many Internet-connected devices provide
new opportunites for surveillance. The weak security, lack of industry capacity, and widespread
adopton of IoT devices mean that end-users are becoming partcularly vulnerable to identty thef
or to unwitngly providing infrastructure for criminality. This artcle places these troubling
developments in the context of Foucauldian governmentality theory, demonstratng that each is
an example of ‘resistance’ to the development of new means of power through ICT. It highlights
how the capacity of ICT to bring together informaton across tme and space also enables
manufacturers, state actors, and criminals to act across these dimensions in ways that were
hitherto impossible, maintaining or obtaining a degree of control over devices long afer they are
sold. It builds on existng literature on ‘Foucault in Cyberspace’, updatng Boyle’s critque of
technological libertarianism for the Internet of Things and taking into account Cohen’s proposals
for the development of a new regulatory state. It connects this to the ofen under-appreciated
issues that arise when regulaton depends, to an ever-increasing degree, on technical standards
and the expanding legal protectons for trade secrets.
A new challenge posed by the IoT is how to respond to ‘chameleon devices’ which change their
behaviour in response to external conditons. Existng literature has accepted the inevitability of
IoT-related privacy breaches, been largely descriptve, or proposed only moderate reform that
allows the market to contnue to innovate. However, the artcle adopts Shaw’s more radical
critque of market-driven post-humanism as something which must be restrained, and builds on
this to outline proposals for reform which would beter protect the interests of consumers in an
increasingly digitally-intermediated society.
It therefore puts forward three possible responses: global labelling standards that clearly indicate
transparency and privacy protectons to consumers; mandatory open source in some instances or
code escrow in others; and licensing requirements for sofware engineers. It explores in detail the
extent to which certain provisions of the General Data Protecton Regulaton could assist with
these proposals: the requirement in Artcles 13 (2) (f), 14 (2) (g) and 15 (1) (h) that those subject to
automated decision-making, including profling, be provided with ‘meaningful informaton about
the logic involved’; the possibility under Artcle 12 (7) that this informaton ‘be provided in
combinaton with standardised icons in order to give in an easily visible, intelligible and clearly
legible manner a meaningful overview of the intended processing’; and the support which Artcle
42 gives for the development of data protecton seals and marks.
However, it highlights the limitatons of these legislatve provisions, partcularly due to the
recogniton of the rights to trade secrets or intellectual property under recital 63. It therefore
closes with recommendatons for further reform of the law in this area that will assist in decamoufaging the ever more present chameleon devices in our midst.

1.1 The Internet of Things
The technological context for this artcle is the development of the IoT. Micro-processor
technology has become cheaper and increasingly miniaturised, making it much more feasible to
embed chips in larger items and devices. These therefore have the capacity for rapid and fnegrained control. As a result, we fnd ourselves interactng with tny computers in many
commonplace items. These also interact with each other, communicatng over the increasingly
ubiquitous computer networks. The resultng assemblage of infrastructure is a universe of small
connected objects, which is difcult to clearly defne but includes aspects of informaton and
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analysis, and automaton and control, with four main elements:
1.

sensors, to allow an object to detect its physical environment;

2.

communicatve chips (such as the RFID chips mentoned above) to allow the object to
communicate what it has detected and receive back instructons;

3.

computers (or servers), which can aggregate and process the data coming from these
objects and return commands; and

4.

the Internet, to connect the objects with the servers (Chui et al., 2010; Westbrook and
Taylor, 2013).

This phenomenon creates signifcant legal questons, many of which are novel, poorly-understood,
and not legislated for. For the focus of this paper, one partcularly signifcant aspect is that these
devices are loci of external and invisible control, while also being hubs for informaton fow in and
out of the home or other domestc context (Peppet, 2014, p.110), something which consumers do
not readily understand and are likely to quickly forget.
The Internet of Things has been called ‘the third wave of the Internet’ and ‘the fourth industrial
revoluton.’ It has the potental to create serious security risks for consumers and for
infrastructure, such as hospitals, power grids, and connected vehicles (Lindqvist and Neumann,
2017). Some of these issues have already come to the atenton of lawyers. Class actons have
been taken (so far unsuccessfully) against car manufacturers for alleged insecurites in their
connected cars. There may be legal vulnerabilites for producers as a result. Sensor manufacturers
may not be adequately protected against the risk of liability to third partes for device failures
(such as with smoke detectors, carbon monoxide alarms, and airbag systems), as these issues will
not have been adequately considered in existng contracts (O’Brien, 2016, p.12–17).
The risks thus created have been the focus of academic atenton. While writng specifcally about
the legal issues raised by the use of robots within the home, Kaminsky also raises ‘the broader
legal queston of whether traditonal legal protecton of the home as a privileged, private space
will withstand invasion by digital technology that has permission to be there.’ (Kaminski, 2015,
p.662) In a similar vein, Manta and Olson claim that the advent of the IoT will allow manufacturers
to monitor consumers even more closely than before, thus enabling very fne-grained price
discriminaton, and argue that this should be supported by the law, which should permit restrictve
licensing, even for personal property (Manta and Olson, 2015). In additon, Bronfman highlights
the privacy and security risks that surround the use of IoT devices in the home, partcularly for the
elderly, and puts forward a number of potental solutons: more proactve security engineering by
developers, limitaton of informaton provision by consumers, and the expansion of existng legal
regimes, such as the US federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(HIPAA) (Bronfman, 2015).
However, regulatory interventon may not be entrely successful:
In theory, consumers would only buy secure products that will protect their privacy. In
reality, market informaton on this subject is scant and unreliable. Worse yet, there will
always be certain consumers who choose to buy less secure devices because they prefer
cheaper or trendier products. (Bronfman, 2015, p.221)
Because of these concerns, scholars have called for a closer examinaton of the long-term social
implicatons of such tracking, which the IoT can extend to daily routnes, physical movements, and
even paterns of driving behaviour. They highlight the lack of general awareness by consumers of
the consequences of the data trails that they leave behind, partcularly the ‘litle data’ (specifc to
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a partcular individual) that allows for fne-grained assessments of (for example) the likelihood that
a such-and-such a driver will drive in a more dangerous manner (Newell and Marabelli, 2015, p.5–
6). Researchers within the Informaton Systems discipline have discussed the new challenges
which this creates: systems which must be built for disassembly, the long-term signifcance of
choices in system design and architecture, and the need to examine how (and whether) systems
will evolve (Agarwal and Tiwana, 2015, p.466–7). This artcle responds to these new horizons of
research by demonstratng that the issue is not confned to the problem of ‘surveillance
capitalism’ — a new model of market behaviour in which businesses seek to accumulate capital by
exploitng the ‘data exhaust’ produced by consumers who sign up for seemingly ‘free’ products
(Zubof, 2015) — but that IoT devices can be subverted in diferent ways to advance various
agendas, including corporate cheatng, state surveillance, and criminality.
Of course, despite these problems, the potental of the technology is undeniable. Kester
enumerates a number of contexts in which IoT devices are likely to be applied, such as
manufacturing, driving (‘[s]mart cars, coupled with intelligent roadside sensors and trafc
management systems’), health (including the administraton of medicaton), energy (partcularly
smart grids), law enforcement (including, for example, sensors that detect the discharge of
frearms), environmental protecton (‘including water conservaton, land management,
agriculture, and rural wildfre fghtng’) (Kester, 2016, p.207–17). Gil-Garcia predicts a ‘smart
State’, in which
… [g]overnments would … use sensors and HD cameras to obtain informaton about air
quality, electric power consumpton, public safety, road conditons, and emergency
preparedness, among many other policy domains. Citzens would be helping government
to identfy problems and to develop solutons in a crowd-sourced fashion. (Gil-Garcia, 2012,
p.275)
Others go even further. Bullinga predicts a future of omnipresent and ambient technology with a
signifcant regulatory dimension:
Permits and licenses will be embedded in smart cars, trains, buildings, doors, and devices.
Laws will automatcally download and distribute themselves into objects in our physical
environment, and everything will regularly be updated, just as sofware is now
automatcally updated in your desktop computer.
…
In the future, all rules and laws will be incorporated into expert systems and chips
embedded in cars, appliances, doors, and buildings—that is, our physical environment. No
longer will police ofcers and other government personnel be the only law enforcement.
Our physical environment will enforce the law as well. (Bullinga, 2004, p.32–4)
This vision of a built environment and infrastructure that embodies and imposes perfect central
control has, no doubt, a certain appeal to those at the centre of this new panoptcon, but it raises
signifcant concerns for basic questons of justce, equality, and the rule of law (Kennedy, 2016).
The reality may prove more prosaic and also more complex. On critcal examinaton, it is clear that
age-old problems of resistance, subversion and human fallibility will be as challenging in this
purported technological utopia as they have been in any other phase of human history. Much of
this ‘smart’ infrastructure can be hacked, or re-purposed, or simply mis-used by corporate
interests.
This artcle contributes to the growing literature on the IoT by highlightng and ofering solutons
to the consumer protecton issues that arise from the malleability, ease of subversion, and
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deceptve capacity of connected devices. It places real-world examples in a theoretcal context by
explaining them in terms of Foucauldian governmentality as an example of ‘resistance’ to the
development of new means of power through ICT. It concludes by highlightng the problem of
unreliable or even dishonest devices as a signifcant conundrum for policy-making for the IoT and
outlines proposals for law and policy reform which can help in reducing the negatve
consequences of what it labels ‘chameleon devices’.

2. Case Studies
To provide a practcal context for the theoretcal discussion in the next secton, this secton
explores two case studies which highlight diferent aspects of this developing phenomenon.
Although the conclusion of this artcle will focus on European law, the case studies are drawn from
an American context as, in one instance, this was where the bulk of the regulatory actvity took
place; and in the second, weak American privacy laws enable more aspects of surveillance to
surface. First, the scandal surrounding Volkswagen’s purported low-emissions diesel cars
demonstrates the extent to which regulated enttes can invade privacy by enrolling individuals in
a massive corporate fraud. Second, the monitoring capacites of many Internet-connected devices
(for example, voice-controlled televisions, home automaton systems, or children’s toys) provide
opportunites for intmate and mult-faceted surveillance, either by government or underground
organisatons (as the hacktvism group Anonymous has threatened). The weak security, lack of
industry capacity, and widespread adopton of IoT devices mean that end-users are becoming
partcularly vulnerable to identty thef or to unwitngly providing infrastructure for criminality
directed elsewhere, such as botnets.

2.1 The Volkswagen Scandal
The stll-developing scandal regarding Volkswagen’s use of ‘defeat devices’ to cheat on emissions
tests is well-known but is worth summarising briefy (Ewing, 2017; for a full overview, see Reitze,
2016). Volkswagen sold diesel engine cars which contained sofware that could detect when the
car was being tested for harmful emissions such as nitrogen oxides and change the way in which
polluton-reducing equipment operated so as to perform misleadingly well. However, this
equipment was not used to the same extent under normal driving conditons (perhaps because it
interfered with fuel savings, engine power, or the long-term life of the polluton-reducing
equipment) (Gates et al., 2016). The use of such devices is prohibited in the United States of
America under the Clean Air Act[2] and in Europe under Regulaton 715/2007.[3] Ironically, the US
Environmental Protecton Agency (EPA) had opposed changes to the copyright regime which
would have made it easier to investgate sofware in cars for issues such as this (Grimmelmann,
2015).
The scandal has afected at least 10.5 million cars worldwide. Volkswagen faces civil and criminal
investgaton in a variety of jurisdictons. It has also signifcantly damaged the Volkswagen brand,
with class-acton suits underway in the United States of America. Both the US and global CEO have
resigned as a result; the scandal may mark the point at which a company which has a long history
of seeking to avoid regulaton oversteps its boundaries. Volkswagen has had issues with emissions
control mechanisms in the past, having been fned $1.5 million by the EPA in 2005, and signing a
consent decree, for failing to report a defectve exhaust part. Nonetheless, in 2008, the company
began to sell cars equipped with new NOx reducton devices and a ‘defeat device’ in sofware to
ensure that these new products would perform well in tests. Perhaps intended as a temporary
measure to meet deadlines, it became part of many cars across Volkswagen’s range. The
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Internatonal Council on Clean Transportaton, an NGO which was working with the California Air
Resources Board on investgatng discrepancies between test fgures and real-world data, began to
conduct its own experiments in more rigorous conditons. It sub-contracted the work to West
Virginia University (WVU). This group of engineers tested BMW and VW models; the BMW cars
performed according the published data, but the VW cars did not. These preliminary fndings were
published in 2014. VW management may not have clearly understood what was causing the
problem, and the company as a whole did not co-operate. The WVU engineers were able to
establish that the VW cars contained a defeat device, and the EPA put pressure on VW to admit
this. Further testng revealed similar devices in Audi and Porsche cars (Smith and Parlof, 2016).
The company is now facing the possibility of having to cut employment (Reuters, 2016) and sell
some brands in order to survive (Briscoe, 2016). The European Union is responding by revising
emissions standards (de Sadeleer, 2016). There are hundreds of class actons underway in the US,
one in Spain (Weninger, 2016, p.102), and one in Australia (Grifths and Farnsworth, 2017). The
company has paid some $ 4.3 billion in civil and criminal penaltes (Briscoe, 2017), its engineers
have been jailed (Rushe, 2017; Vlasic, 2017), and its former CEO has been charged with criminal
ofences in the US (Reuters, 2018b).
This is by no means a new problem. Ford agreed to a consent decree for installing similar devices
in 1996, and seven truck manufacturers were fned in 1998 for devices which specifcally avoided
controls during laboratory testng. In 2014, Hyundai and Kia were fned for rigging fuel efciency
tests and only using the best data as the basis for consumer labels (Plungis, 2015).
There are also signs that this may be a problem that extends across the motor industry. A report
by the Brussels-based Transport and Environment NGO highlights a signifcant and growing gap
between test and real-world performance in CO2 emissions for all major manufacturers (BMW,
Mercedes, Renault, VW, Toyota, Peugeot) sampled, and raises concerns regarding a number of
issues in the testng process, including the possible existence of ‘defeat devices’ (Transport and
Environment, 2015). The EPA has found similar devices in cars sold by Audi and Porsche (Gates et
al., 2016), while the German automobile regulator (KBA) has required a recall of Audi cars
(Reuters, 2018a). Daimler is facing similar class acton lawsuits and has launched its own
investgaton (Kreijger, 2016). Fiat Chrysler has recently agreed to pay a $800 million setlement to
the US government in connecton with the investgaton, without admitng liability, and may yet
face criminal charges (Shubber, 2019). Meanwhile, Mitsubishi Motors has indicated that it has
been submitng non-compliant data on mileage tests to Japanese regulators since 1991, a
revelaton that lost it half of its market valuaton (Tajitsu, 2016). The European Commission has
begun to investgate Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Porsche and Volkswagen for allegedly colluding
on the development of defeat devices (Kable, 2017). There may be similar cheatng on
environmental testng in other industries, such as televisions (Neslen, 2015) or in phone
benchmarks (Tung, 2018).
The Volkswagen scandal can be explored from a variety of perspectves (Arbour, 2016, p.4), such
as failures in corporate governance (Crête, 2016), engineering ethics (Barn, 2016; Trope and
Ressler, 2016), or morality (Hermans and da Cruz Caria, 2016). It can also serve as a case study in
white-collar crime (Nelson, 2016). This artcle includes it as a way to highlight the new capacites
for corporate dishonesty which the IoT creates. It demonstrates how digital devices may make
regulaton more difcult, inexact, or even invalid. Of course, the similar revelatons from
Mitsubishi make it clear that this problem is by no means limited to or caused by digital
technology.
It is instead an instance of a problem that is probably as old as business: cheatng. However, the
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development of the IoT introduces a new digital component to so-called ‘greenwashing’ (Lane,
2016). In tandem with the capacity of ICT to bring together informaton across tme and space, it
also enables developers and manufacturers to act across these dimensions in ways that were
hitherto impossible, maintaining a degree of control over their products long afer they are sold.
As security expert Bruce Schneier points out,
Computers allow people to cheat in ways that are new. Because the cheatng is
encapsulated in sofware, the malicious actons can happen at a far remove from the
testng itself. Because the sofware is ‘smart’ in ways that normal objects are not, the
cheatng can be subtler and harder to detect.
…
The Internet of Things is coming. Many industries are moving to add computers to their
devices, and that will bring with it new opportunites for manufacturers to cheat. Light
bulbs could fool regulators into appearing more energy efcient than they are.
Temperature sensors could fool buyers into believing that food has been stored at safer
temperatures than it has been. Votng machines could appear to work perfectly – except
during the frst Tuesday of November, when they undetectably switch a few percent of
votes from one party’s candidates to another’s. (Schneier, 2015)
This is therefore not simply a problem which is limited to spurious claims of corporate social
responsibility or environmental awareness. It allows businesses to engage in many types of deceit
which are very difcult to detect. Social media services are partcularly prone to such confusion as
the recent controversy regarding Facebook grantng large companies such as Microsof, Amazon,
and Spotfy access to the private messages of its users (Dance et al., 2018) shows. However, as
more aspects of the physical world include digital devices, it becomes less trustworthy. As the next
secton shows, it can also be easily subverted.

2.2 IoT and Unwitng Surveillance
Another important aspect of the consequences of the IoT which is not obvious to the consumer or
the policy-maker, and which is important for this artcle, is that they enable breaches of privacy by
third partes. Much of the discussion around individual privacy focuses on the business-toconsumer relatonship, and the many ways in which large corporatons seek to gather informaton
on individuals through means that are (at least on the surface) legal. However, this perspectve
must be widened in order to consider other enttes who may come to have access to individual
data, such as third-party brokers or those who act without legal authority (Conger et al., 2013,
p.406–7). The monitoring capacites of many Internet-connected devices (for example, voicecontrolled televisions, home automaton systems, or children’s toys) provide opportunites for
intmate and mult-faceted surveillance, either by government or underground organisatons (as
the hacktvism group Anonymous has threatened).
Many technology companies are now deliberately designing their devices and telecommunicatons
infrastructure so that providers cannot eavesdrop on conversatons that take place over these
systems. Apple is perhaps the most prominent example, but Google, Facebook, and SnapChat are
also extending their use of encrypton to make it much more difcult or impossible for law
enforcement to create ‘backdoors’, even when they have the legal authority to do so. Police and
intelligence agencies complain that sources of informaton that they would rely on are ‘going
dark’. However, the surveillance capacity of IoT devices, and the extent of the personal
informaton that they can provide, may provide a more than adequate substtute. Indeed, as they
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frequently contain video and audio sensors, IoT devices can be used as listening and recording
devices, either with the co-operaton of the manufacturer or through ‘hacking’ (Pell, 2015, p.621–
35) — for example, a baby monitor can provide a way to observe household actvity (Price, 2018).
As they are connected to the Internet, IoT devices can be remotely accessed, modifed, and thus
hacked. In additon, devices can leak informaton or be engaging in unauthorised monitoring.
Perhaps the most notorious example of this is Samsung’s ‘Smart TV’, whose voice recogniton
sofware was recording all conversatons in its vicinity even without authorisaton (although there
is no evidence that Samsung was doing anything untoward with the data thus collected) (Higgins,
2015). Smart homes leak signifcant amounts of data (Hill and Matu, 2018). IoT devices can reveal
signifcant amounts of informaton about individuals, their habits and lifestyles. For example,
smart televisions can listen to conversatons, while connected meters can determine who is in a
house or even what television shows they are watching (Williams, 2016, p.14–15). Police in
Queensland have been given the power to use domestc refrigerators as listening posts (Butler,
2017). Domestc robot assistants, partcularly, ofer new opportunites for surveillance (Calo,
2011b), as can ftness tracking devices, which may even leak informaton on sexual actvity
(Mishchenko, 2016, p.92) or the locaton of secret military bases (Elvy, 2018, p.514). Nonpurchaser or secondary users have limited legal protectons against such privacy infringement
(Lipton, 2016). Even something as mundane as a hotel room key can become a means of tracking
the individual (Keymolen, 2018). Some of this surveillance may be for the purposes of espionage
— the recent ‘VPNFilter’ malware, which infected more than 500,000 devices worldwide, may
have been the work of spies (Goodin, 2018).
Not all of this surveillance may be carried out on behalf of governments. Criminals can use IoT
devices to get access to informaton — one recent example was a compromised fsh tank in a
casino (Larson, 2017). Actvists may seek to turn devices against their owners as a form of protest
or sabotage. In December 2016, the website of the Bilderberg Group (which holds closed meetngs
for the elite on both sides of the Atlantc) was hacked, purportedly on behalf of the ‘HackBack
movement and Anonymous’ and the following message was posted:
Dear Bilderberg members, from now on, each one of you have 1 year (365 days) to truly
work in favor of humans and not your private interests, …Otherwise, we will fnd you and
we will hack you, …Mind the current situaton: We control your expensive connected cars,
we control your connected house security devices, we control your daughter’s laptop, we
control your wife’s mobile. We tape your secret meetngs, we read your emails, we control
your favorite escort girl’s smartwatch, we are inside your beloved banks and we are
reading your assets. You won’t be safe anywhere near electricity anymore, …(Agorist, 2016)
A partcularly prominent example of the undesired use of IoT devices which can lead to later
privacy breaches, and of the potental adverse consequences, is the controversy surrounding
children’s toys with built-in voice recogniton. One such manufacturer is Genesis Toys, which sells
a number of ‘smart’ children’s toys, such as My Friend Cayla and the i-Que Intelligent Robot. These
use voice-recogniton sofware, connected to an Internet server via a mobile app, to interact with
children, including answering questons for them. The connectons used are insecure. Some toy
models are always in listening mode (Cox, 2016). A number of consumer and privacy NGOs have
fled a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission, alleging that these toys spy on children, in
breach of US law (EPIC, 2016). The German government has also banned the sale of the My Friend
Cayla doll over security and surveillance concerns (Fogel, 2017), while the French CNIL has ordered
that they be beter secured (CNIL, 2017).
CloudPets are stufed animal toys, manufactured by Spiral Toys, which allow for two-way
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asynchronous voice communicatons, and are intended for use between parents and children. The
voice-recordings which are part of this back-and-forth were stored online, in an insecure database
which was illegally accessed and then placed online for anyone to download (Mathews, 2017).
Many vendors have stopped selling these partcular devices (Ng, 2018). Security concerns
regarding electronic devices marketed for children are not new, of course. The data breach at
VTech in 2015, which involved the personal informaton of some fve million individuals, is wellknown (Victor, 2015). However, the Genesis Toys and Spiral Toys incidents are examples of IoT
devices presentng as providing one afordance while being a vector for surveillance, including
asynchronous eavesdropping.
IoT devices can be easily subverted by criminals. As has already been mentoned, the IoT is full of
computer security risks (Scot and Ketel, 2016), and security experts would like to see more being
done to educate consumers about the risks involved (Izosimov and Törngren, 2016). Automated
scanning of Internet connected devices reveals many are vulnerable to relatvely basic intrusion
(Markowsky and Markowsky, 2015). The legal and economic context, including the lack of clarity
as whether embedded sofware is intellectual property or part of a physical item, mean that there
are few signifcant incentves for manufacturers to do beter (Daley, 2017, p.537–39). Weak
security, lack of industry capacity, and widespread adopton of IoT devices mean that end-users
are becoming partcularly vulnerable to identty thef or to unwitngly providing infrastructure for
criminality directed elsewhere, such as botnets. These are networks of computers infected with
malware and under remote control, which are used for a variety of criminal actvites, such as
‘informaton thef, spamming, partcipatng in Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) atacks, mining
for bitcoins, or commitng click-fraud (clicking on web advertsements generate income for web
owners).’ (Negash and Che, 2015, p.127)

3. Resistance Through Technology
These are problems which are difcult to resolve by simply banning specifc behaviours or items
(as was atempted in car emissions testng). Traditonal legal literature is not, therefore, a good
source of understanding or solutons. The technological context from which they arise requires
more appropriate, technologically-engaged perspectves. Therefore, this artcle will draw on
Foucauldian governmentality theory, the literature on power relatonships, and Informaton
Systems (IS) literature. This secton frst outlines the theoretcal context within which the
developments outlined above should be considered. It then puts forward the concept of a
chameleon device, an IoT artefact which hides in plain sight, invisibly carrying out some unwanted
functon. It expands on this new noton by setng out a preliminary list of characteristcs of such
items.

2.3 ICT and Power
The relatonships between power and ICT are becoming signifcant in contemporary society. As
Pickles (writng on Geographic Informaton Systems, but making a point with wider applicaton)
points out,
[a]s social relatons and new subjectvites are embodied [in ICT], we need to ask how such
identtes are sustained, how power fows through the capillaries of society in partcular
setngs, and what role new technologies of the self and of society play in this circulaton of
power. (Pickles, 1995, p.24)
There is a need for perspectves on power that go beyond sovereign power and includes the
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strategic dimensions (this categorisaton relies on Introna, 1997, p.118), which allow us to think
about technology in a social, non-deterministc way (Bloomfeld and Coombs, 1992, p.466). Doing
so relies on Foucault’s insights into the nature of power:
The power in the hierarchized surveillance of the disciplines is not possessed as a thing, or
transferred as a property; it functons like a piece of machinery. … Discipline makes
possible the operaton of a relatonal power that sustains itself by its own mechanism …
(Foucault, 1995, p.177)
According to Boyle, the arguments put forward by libertarians who enthusiastcally welcomed the
availability of the Internet as a medium for uncontrolled and uncontrollable communicaton across
borders were not tenable in the long-term because the development of techniques of surveillance
and discipline. Foucault identfed these as an alternatve to power as sovereignty as a means of
control. The state can require or mandate the widespread use of technologies which make
surveillance and discipline easy to exercise, thus creatng a global ‘panoptcon’ in which users
operate under the expectaton that they may be watched at any moment, and temper their
behaviour accordingly (Boyle, 1997).
Consumers are generally not as aware of the privacy implicatons of technologies which they use
as they should be (McNealy and Shoenberger, 2016), and the issue does not get enough atenton
from European policymakers (Wisman, 2012). The devices that consumers use with such avidity
are to most a ‘black box’, which we can defne as
… a device or system that, for convenience, is described solely in terms of its inputs and
outputs. One need not understand anything about what goes on inside such black boxes.
One simply brackets them as instruments that perform certain valuable functons. (Winner,
1993, p.365)
The development of the IoT means that many everyday items are now ‘black boxes’, with
signifcant parts of their functoning impenetrable to the consumer, user, or citzen. (For a further
discussion of the legal and social issues which black boxes give rise to, focusing on contexts that
are more easily regulable than the IoT, see Pasquale, 2015).
As we have seen in the case studies, the prevalence of black boxes can also make it much easier
for commercial enttes to cheat regulatory schemes. It allows the state or commercial enttes to
reach into the privacy of the home and access informaton that would hitherto have been
impossible to obtain. It can even enable surveillance afer the events have occurred, through
access to recordings made for quite a diferent purpose. It can also make unwitng consumers
unconscious accessories to criminal actvites. It is therefore important to consider the strategic
role of ICT in the exercise of power.
Strategic understandings of power draw on Machiavelli’s views of power as a tool to achieve
outcomes, ‘shaping and reshaping relatons in everyday practce’ (Introna, 1997, p.118–20).
Introna, an IS scholar, suggests that the extrapolaton of the later perspectve by Foucault, Clegg,
and Callan is a useful way to understand the impact of ICT on power. According to him, Foucault
sees power as a technique that achieves its efects through a disciplinary power (surveillance) and
bio-power (control of bodies). Power is exercised through relatonships in a network of forces,
which control, constrain, manage, and create optons for individuals. It is not simply the use of
violence or physical force. All human actvity is embedded in an ongoing relatonship of power,
acquiescence, and resistance. This creates local, contngent, and unstable relatons and sometmes
unpredictable actons, but power itself is not localised. ‘Knowledge’ (in the sense of the objects of
discourse) co-consttutes power which is both an instrument and an efect of power, giving rise to
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‘regimes of truth’ (Introna, 1997, p.124–30).

2.4 The Opacity of Digital Devices
The rapid and seemingly uncontrolled development of the IoT allows business, government and
criminals to fnd new ways to exert power (in a Foucauldian sense) over consumers in a context
where material goods increasingly include an immaterial dimension, bringing together the widelyaccepted and understood products of the Industrial Revoluton with the novel and unfamiliar
results of the Informaton Revoluton. However, the widespread deployment of ICT can create
opportunites for changing power relatonships, including new opportunites for resistance (and
counter-resistance).
In the case studies outlined above, an IoT device becomes something unexpected and unwanted
without the knowledge or consent of its owner. Certain diesel-engine cars, sold as low-emissions,
environmentally-friendly alternatves to petrol-based cars, are in fact not complying with legal
regulatons and are generatng signifcant polluton, something which is an unpleasant surprise to
their owners. Home entertainment devices, toys, and other household items with audio and video
capabilites can be repurposed by government, criminals or actvists to become surveillance
devices. Many other devices can become pawns in simple but efectve armies of remotelycontrolled robots without their owner realising it. These examples are aspects of a new
phenomenon, which I call chameleon devices — a subverted computng device which hides in
plain sight; a digital artefact which can hide its true nature so thoroughly that it is invisible
although it is plainly on view at all tmes.
Characteristcs of the IoT marketplace make these types of devices very likely to be insecure: they
are developed by consumer electronics frms, without signifcant expertse in security; they must
be small and use litle power (leaving no capacity for security measures); and are not designed to
be updated afer installaton (Peppet, 2014, p.135). IoT devices are designed to be connected and
accessible, which makes them very difcult to secure. There are subject to many diferent types of
atack, and as the IoT as a whole is very complex, involving multple heterogenous interconnected
systems, ensuring security is a Herculean task (Roman et al., 2013, p.2270–1). In additon,
manufacturers ofen follow partcular paterns which make their devices more likely to be
insecure: they rely too much on vendor specifcatons which do not pay enough atenton to
security, they do not apply strong enough or secure enough cryptography, they leave debug
interfaces in producton models, and they are vulnerable to compromise by devices supplied from
further back in the manufacturing chain (Arias et al., 2017, p.3–4). As the Meltdown and Spectre
bugs highlight, even large companies fnd developing secure devices a challenge. (For a full
discussion of IoT security issues, see Gilchrist, 2017).

2.5 Digital Chameleons: A Field Guide
Hartzog and Selinger argue that the development of robust policy for the IoT requires greater
consideraton of the nature of the ‘things’ that it involves (Hartzog and Selinger, 2015). This
secton therefore presents a brief taxonomy of chameleon devices. These purport to be a
partcular type of device — to perform partcular functons or provide stated afordances — but in
additon or instead, perform or provide something additonal to a third party without the
knowledge or consent of its owner or primary user. Devices may be chameleons by design (made
that way by their manufacturers), or by modifcaton (suborned afer sale by some other group or
agency, generally law enforcement or criminals). In order to become a chameleon by subversion, a
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device must contain a general purpose computer (it is difcult or impossible to make an
Applicaton Specifc Integrated Circuit into a chameleon). It will probably also need to be
connected to the Internet or some other generally accessible telecommunicatons network; there
must be some way to alter the way in which it is programmed. It is likely to have input-output
devices, partcularly sensors (video, audio, or other) and network interfaces. If it cannot
communicate with the outside world, it may not be terribly useful.
There is therefore a signifcant crossover between IoT devices and chameleon devices. Any IoT
device may be, or may become, a chameleon. A chameleon is probably an IoT device. However,
this will not always be the case. It is possible that an IoT device is sufciently secure or sufciently
uninterestng that it cannot be or will not be suborned. It is possible that a device which is not
Internet-connected has already had deceptve sofware installed, either by the original
manufacturer — for example, Volkswagen — or through some other vector — for example,
Russian intelligence services may have arranged for infected USB disks to be sold near NATO
headquarters in Kabul and thus penetrated the US Central Command in Afghanistan (Kaplan, 2016,
p.181–82).
Chameleons can provide a variety of socially undesirable functonality:
Defeat devices Altering the behaviour of the device in order to deceive consumers or
regulators when it is being tested for compliance with a partcular conditon or standard,
such as energy efciency.
Surveillance devices Surrepttous monitoring or reportng on the owner or user of the
device without her or her consent.
Weapons The obvious use of a CD as a weapon is taking over a military or police weapons
system which is Internet-connected. However, there are less obvious, and therefore easier
targets: remote controlling a connected car (or a large feet of these) or aircraf in order to
cause accidents (for background on the vulnerabilites in connected cars or aircraf, see
Greenberg, 2015; Scales, 2017); overloading a building’s heatng system in order to cause
an explosion or fre; or de-frostng and re-frostng a food service refrigerator in order to
cause illness.
Vandalism Changing the scripts for interactve children’s toys to include obscenity or hate
speech. An Alexa Amazon Echo spontaneously decided to play music in an empty
apartment at such a volume that the police were called (Olschewski, 2017); this behaviour
could be remotely triggered, created signifcant disturbance.
Domestc abuse Similar, but much more targeted and harmful, is the re-purposing of smart
and connected home technology to intmidate a partner (Bowles, 2018).
Politcal control Some of the applicatons of digital technology for politcal ends are
obvious and well-known: the ongoing Cambridge Analytca scandal highlights how social
media may make it easier to manipulate voters, while the use of electronic and online
votng is notoriously insecure. However, there are other, more subtle, ways in which
chameleon devices could be used, such as increasing the level of difculty involved in
accessing a polling staton by making front doors difcult to lock or cars hard to start,
perhaps only in partcular districts, in order to reduce voter turnout.
Witnesses The recording capacites of IoT devices means that they can be pressed into
service as witnesses, for example in criminal prosecutons (Peyton, 2016). In one highprofle example, police in Arkansas applied for a court order compelling Amazon to hand
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over recordings from an Echo voice-actvated control devices to assist in a murder
investgaton. Despite Amazon’s unwillingness to cooperate (Perez, 2017), the defendant
consented to the data transfer before the court could rule on the legal issues, although
prosecutors later dropped the case (Dwyer, 2017). In a later murder case, Amazon was
required to turn over recordings to police (Whitaker, 2018). Pacemaker data has been
used against a suspected arsonist (Matyszczyk, 2017), while ftness tracker data have been
used to help investgate murders (BBC News, 2018; Wats, 2017).
This list is, of course, not complete; other categories and examples will develop as tme passes and
individuals are creatve. Nevertheless, as the detail of the case studies demonstrates, the
phenomenon is a very current (and developing) problem. It is partcularly pressing as most
consumers will not understand the scope or scale of the issue: without technical knowledge, it is
hard to credit that a device can silently re-confgure itself at the behest of an individual far away
and engage in illegal behaviour, spying, or other undesirable actons.

3. De-camoufaging Chameleons
The noton of considering devices as chameleons is, of course, a conceit with inherent limits, but
nonetheless one that helps to underline the urgent need to beter empower consumers in this
new digital world which has been highlighted, for example, in the area of data brokerage (Larsson,
2018). This secton therefore outlines some practcal suggestons for responding to this new
problem.

3.1 Innovaton Policy for the Internet of Things
It is clear, therefore, that big data already creates some signifcant social challenges and tradeofs:
between privacy and security, freedom and control, independence and dependence (Newell and
Marabelli, 2015, p.6–9). The salience and urgency of these issues are accentuated by the
emergence of the IoT, although some would prefer to downplay the risks. The proposals that have
been put forward to deal with these challenges have tended to be excessively favourable to
innovaton, or technologically based (Singh et al., 2016).
Some American scholars are not enthusiastc about regulaton. Werbach claims that the impact of
sensor technology on the legal doctrine of privacy will be initally unsetling but that change is
inevitable: ‘[t]he sensors will be so ubiquitous, and so innocuous, that we will have to get used to
them.’ (Werbach, 2007, p.2322) The appropriate response, he believes, will be changes in social
expectatons around privacy, which will occur as an inevitable result of the widespread availability
of sensor devices, partcularly cameras (Werbach, 2007, p.2367–71).
Ohm is not as technologically determinist, but does not favour regulaton either. He argues against
what he calls the ‘myth of the Super-user’, an irratonal fear of the very powerful technological
expert which leads to a number of harms: over-broad regulaton, invasive search and seizure, guilt
by associaton, wasted investgatve resources, and fawed scholarship (Ohm, 2007, p.1327–61).
Amongst the solutons he proposes is an ‘Ant-Precautonary Principle. In any online confict, the
presumpton should be to regulate only the ordinary user unless facts suggest that the Superuser
is a signifcant threat.’ (Ohm, 2007, p.1394) This approach is echoed in the writngs of Adam
Thierer, who argues that ‘putng the burden of proof on the innovator when that burden can’t be
met essentally means no innovaton is permissible.’ (Thierer, 2012, p.362) Writng specifcally
about the IoT, he argues that overly-stringent regulaton at this early phase in its development
would prevent entrepreneurs, partcularly those without signifcant resources, from launching new
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products or services (Thierer, 2015, p.55). Instead, he proposes educatonal programs, privacy-,
safety- and security-by-design, and strict cost beneft analysis (Thierer, 2016 pp. 105–130).
However, the issues highlighted in the case studies above demonstrate that the invisible hand
does not always operate in the best interests of consumers. There are counter-arguments to this
faith in the market, not all scholars are suspicious of regulaton of the privacy risks of the IoT, and
the European Union is much happier to enact technology legislaton than the US. Hartzog argues
for ‘[a] light but steady response’ from the Federal Trade Commission to the regulaton of
consumer robotcs (Hartzog, 2014). Fairclough is more receptve to reform, including transferring
elements of EU privacy law to the US, but nonetheless favours ‘allowing businesses to sit in on the
creaton of these new laws’ (Fairclough, 2016, p.480). Mishchenko proposes amending the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act to make it less of a barrier to the investgaton of privacy leaks in the IoT
(Mishchenko, 2016).

3.2 Seeing beyond Binary Solutons
Shaw argues that
… the contnual unchecked evoluton and encroachment of innovatve technologies will be
critcal in determining whether humanity will eventually evolve into a harmonious global
civilisaton or implode. If a humane orientaton is to remain integral to technological
progress, it is necessary to identfy and understand what partcular technologies provide
and what they change or take away from people. (Shaw, 2015, p.246)
While Shaw’s utopian vision may never be realisable, her call for closer examinaton of the longterm social consequences of technological innovaton is to be welcomed. Her critque of marketdriven post-humanism as something which must be restrained is a valuable counterweight to the
unthinking enthusiasm of those who would welcome whatever products and services can be
proftably bought and sold.
Translatng this need for human-centred reform into concrete acton requires some thought. The
issue has already benefted from some academic atenton. Writng in 2005 and from a European
perspectve, when the Internet of Things was becoming a reality, Koops and Leenes pointed out
that technology was slowly and ofen imperceptbly eroding privacy, while technological solutons
to this problem were not developing at an appropriate or necessary rate. They called for a variety
of solutons, such as ‘privacy impact assessments’, stricter regulatons, and awareness-raising both
for the public and for specialists (Koops and Leenes, 2005, p.188). The precautonary principle has
a great deal to ofer for privacy protecton (Costa, 2012). Shackelford has put forward a possible
approach to beter IoT cybersecurity, relying on polycentric governance theory (Shackelford et al.,
2017), but does not discuss concrete policy tools.
Consumer protecton law may not ofer very much assistance: the European Commission is
currently reviewing and proposing revisions to the relevant directves to update them for the
digital economy. However some specifc IoT issues are not being addressed, which as how difcult
it may be to prove a fault or a causal link to damage, whether sofware is within the ambit of
European consumer law, whether each update requires that security best practce be considered
the present rather than from the date of original supply, and if the supplier has sufcient ongoing
control to become aware of newly discovered defects (Cartwright, 2017).
Data protecton law is a common response to online and IoT data issues, but it has limited
applicaton to some chameleon devices. VW’s defeat devices did not process any personal data.
Those engaged in illicit surveillance will care litle for the law, and although the partcular
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examples of consumer products with security holes pre-date the European Union’s General Data
Protecton Regulaton (GDPR),[4] this lack of atenton to detail was already questonable under
existng European law. Data protecton law is, in many respects, a reactve form of regulaton,
providing tools which an individual can use to solve a problem once they have become aware of it.
Although it can assist, it will never provide a complete remedy to digital chameleons.
This artcle therefore adds to the discussion with three possible responses, with diferent legal
bases in order to approach a complex problem from a variety of angles. First, using data protecton
law, global labelling standards that clearly indicate transparency and privacy protectons to
consumers may beter inform customers, but the law requires improvement for real efectveness.
Second, using intellectual property law, mandatory open source in some instances or code escrow
in others may allow regulators and concerned individuals to explore the inner workings of a
system, within limits. Third, licensing requirements for sofware engineers may be the most
comprehensive method of resolving the issue but reform moves slowly, and there is considerable
work to be done.

3.3 Rebuilding Trust in ICT and IP
3.3.1 Privacy Labels
The use of eco-labelling standards has had some success in helping consumers make more
informed choices with regard to sustainability (Stewart, 2001 pp. 136–40), although they have
their limits (Horne, 2009). Online privacy policies have a long history of not providing adequate
informaton to consumers, giving rise to proposals that they be supplemented by ‘nutriton
notce’-style simple labels (Ciocchet, 2008). However, empirical research suggests that even
those websites that apply the Platorm for Privacy Preferences Protocol (P3P) do not in fact adhere
to local laws (Reay et al., 2009). The poor efectveness of notces and labels have led to calls for
innovatve and ‘visceral’ approaches to informing consumers (Calo, 2011a). In an interestng
proposal, Ohm has suggested that privacy policies should be legally tghtly matched to a partcular
product brand name, and if those policies are changed, so must the associated trademark (Ohm,
2013). On the whole, there seems to be litle interest in this approach from a privacy perspectve,
although there have been calls for privacy labels for Health and Fitness Apps and Devices (Brown,
2016, p.37).
Standardised presentaton of informaton on privacy (Kelley et al., 2009) can lead to beter
understanding by consumers (Kelley et al., 2010) but simplifed labels cannot, of course, replace
the need for more detailed privacy statements that are easily accessible by the individual
consumer (Hintze, 2016), and will not be sufcient by themselves: they must be supported by the
possibility of meaningful consumer choice and enforcement (Cranor, 2012). In additon, although
simple labels are efectve as a tool for communicatng informaton to individuals, the contexts in
which we exercise privacy choices is quite diferent to that in which we shop for food:
comparisons between products is not as straightorward, it is difcult to reduce privacy choices to
a simple matrix, and the uses to which informaton may be put will not all be known at the tme
that the label is created (Bruening and Culnan, 2016, p.559–61). Nonetheless, if presented in a
machine-readable format which could be automatcally parsed by a browser, this would allow
consumers to make clear and easy choices about which websites and services to use (Lipman,
2015, p.803–05).
There is some support for these proposals in the GDPR. Artcles 13 (2) (f), 14 (2) (g), and 15 (1) (h),
which deal with the informaton that a data subject is to be provided with either before or afer
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their data is collected, include amongst this
…the existence of automated decision-making, including profling, referred to in Artcle
22(1) and (4) [which deal with the right not to be subject to such decision-making,
partcularly for special categories of personal data] and, at least in those cases, meaningful
informaton about the logic involved, as well as the signifcance and the envisaged
consequences of such processing for the data subject.[5]
In additon, Artcle 12 (7) states that
The informaton to be provided to data subjects pursuant to Artcles 13 and 14 may be
provided in combinaton with standardised icons in order to give in an easily visible,
intelligible and clearly legible manner a meaningful overview of the intended processing.
Where the icons are presented electronically they shall be machine-readable.
However, it should be noted that Recital 63 states:
That right [to informaton on processing] should not adversely afect the rights or freedoms
of others, including trade secrets or intellectual property and in partcular the copyright
protectng the sofware. However, the result of those consideratons should not be a
refusal to provide all informaton to the data subject.
Artcle 42 also support the idea of privacy labels, statng
1. The Member States, the supervisory authorites, the Board and the Commission shall
encourage, in partcular at Union level, the establishment of data protecton certfcaton
mechanisms and of data protecton seals and marks …
However, the artcle also makes it clear that ‘[t]he certfcaton shall be voluntary.’[6] Because they
are optonal, privacy labels are therefore not likely to yield signifcant results, partcularly in the
short to medium term, and should be supplemented by other regulatory approaches. Practcal
examples are limited, with only one operatng across Europe at the tme of writng (EuroPriSe,
2019). The European Data Protecton Board only issued guidance on Artcles 42 and 43 in May
2018 (European Data Protecton Board, 2019).
3.3.2 Mandatory Disclosure of Source Code
Without being able to read the detailed instructons that govern the operaton of an IoT device, an
individual cannot be certain how it will operate. Mandatory disclosure of source code may be
necessary in order for citzens and consumers to have confdence in the digital devices which they
rely upon. Chessman points out that ‘[h]ad Volkswagen’s [car] source code been public, their
duplicity could have been quickly discovered.’ (Chessman, 2017, p.192–3) As Schneier points out,
‘We’re ceding more control of our lives to sofware and algorithms. Transparency is the only way
[to] verify that they’re not cheatng us.’ (Schneier, 2015). He argues that ‘transparency can’t just
mean making the code available to government regulators and their representatves; it needs to
mean making the code available to everyone.’ (Schneier, 2015). Similarly, Moglen (focusing on
sofware in medical devices, but presentng an analysis that can be extended to many other felds)
claims that black-boxed sofware without source code is an ‘unsafe building material’, something
which would not be permited in the constructon industry (Moglen, 2010). It would seem that the
soluton is to require that important applicatons of sofware require the use of open source
(Sandler et al., 2010).
However, creatng an appropriate legal regime to achieve this and be generally acceptable will be
challenging. The idea runs counter to the general thrust of intellectual property law and
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innovaton policy in the so-called ‘Knowledge Economy’. The reality is that intellectual property
law-making has been steadily ‘captured’ by private interests (Kingston, 2010, p.100–24).
Seemingly driven by the increasing economic importance of IP (Geiger, 2009), European IP policy is
becoming absolutst and disconnected from any partcular social or economic goals (Peukert,
2011). In the US, frms will ofen rely on weak Digital Millennium Copyright Act claims in order to
prevent reverse-engineering, and will lobby against exemptons to these rules (Grimmelmann,
2015). The developers of new devices and products are unlikely to welcome being required to
make all of their source code public. The know-how which this embodies will be regarded as a
trade secret and a commercial advantage, not to be given up to compettors without a struggle.
In additon, mandatory disclosure has limits (Camp, 2006, p.183). First, not all code should be open
— some (partcularly that related to security, compliance, and enforcement) — must remain
closed in order to functon (Camp, 2006, p.184). Second, even if the code is open, it may not be
legible: many individuals cannot read or write computer code (Margets, 2006, p.201), and some
languages are less transparent than others (Camp, 2006, p.187). Systems may not have been
designed with transparency or accountability in mind, may involve some random element that is
not obvious from the code, and may change while being used as new inputs or user choices
emerge (Kroll et al., 2016, p.659–60).
Nonetheless, there are opportunites for reform. Levine has argued that trade secrets must give
way when dealing with public infrastructure (Levine, 2007); this argument must be extended to
the private sphere and to other intellectual property rights where IoT devices become a key
component of the built environment. It is possible to take ideas from one branch of intellectual
property — patent law — and import it into copyright. In order to be granted a patent, one must
disclose the nature of the inventon. In certain contexts, such as the Internet of Things, the law
should require that devices which play a key role in regulated industries and actvites must
disclose their internal source code in order to beneft from IP protectons, including copyright,
patents, and trademarks. Desai and Kroll outline a system of oversight, based on computer science
practces in verifying sofware, that requires regulated industries to submit sofware to
government for testng (Desai and Kroll, 2017); as they point out, this could go some way to
restoring trust in ICT.
3.3.3 Licensing for Sofware Engineers
If sofware engineers had beter understanding of the legal and ethical consequences of their
choices, some (if not all) of the issues highlighted above might be avoided. With some support
from professional organisatons (Seidman, 2008), frameworks for proper licensing for sofware
engineers have begun to develop (Laplante, 2014). Academics have claimed that such
requirements would lead to safer, more transparent sofware systems (Laplante, 2012), and they
should assist in preventng the development of both obviously illegal ‘defeat devices’ and systems
that are easily subverted and re-purposed for privacy violatng purposes. Requiring training in law,
ethics, and the social consequences of informaton system development should be a mandatory
component of any such licensing scheme, partcularly as there is an emerging academic literature
(for example, Mitelstadt et al., 2016; Martn, 2018) and practcal guidance on algorithmic ethics
(for example, O’Keefe and O’Brien, 2018). However, the pace of progress on such requirements
has been slow, and there is a signifcant need for legislatve urgency on this topic.
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4. Conclusion
This artcle has highlighted a troubling new phenomenon enabled by the proliferaton of IoT
devices – the malleability, subvertability, and disguisability of anything containing a digital
computer – and contributed to the literature by providing a label and taxonomy for these
‘chameleon devices’. The VW emissions testng scandal demonstrates that even large corporate
interests can use these to mislead consumers. IoT devices are easily re-purposed by police, spies,
and criminals to surveil individuals.
Viewing these problems through the lens of governmentality theory and informaton systems
literature allows us to see that the IoT, like many other aspects of technology law and policy, is
another novel digital space in which existng power relatonships are being challenged and rearranged. Chameleon devices are another example of the ‘black boxing’ which technology enables
and which ultmately disempowers the individual consumer.
There are legal and policy tools available, and initatves underway, that could go some way
towards tackling the challenge which this poses. However, these will not be sufcient, and the law
must be reformed to strengthen what is already occurring. The GDPR should make easy-tounderstand privacy policies, seals and marks (for all of their limitatons) mandatory rather than
optonal. Interpretaton of the protecton of intellectual property rights under Recital 63 should be
strictly limited, to take account of the diferental in power and knowledge between consumer and
supplier of IoT devices. Regulaton of industrially-produced devices must include a requirement to
submit source code for oversight and testng. Sofware engineering must become a regulated
profession, as are many others where illegal or negligent choices can have such signifcant
consequences for innocent third partes.
The solutons proposed may not completely eliminate the problem – dishonesty, resistance and
counter-resistance to regulaton are perhaps perpetual phenomena – but should assist in curbing
it. Consider the case studies in a context where the reforms proposed have been implemented.
Sofware engineers with proper training in ethics would refuse to develop mechanisms to cheat on
required tests, and blow the whistle on the managers making the request. Even if the sofware
could be developed, it would have to be made public in some way, and if portons of it were
omited to disguise the illicit elements, this would become clear if there was a detailed
investgaton. Clear signals to consumers as to whether the devices they are purchasing are secure
and respect privacy would drive the market towards ‘gold standards’ (however they would be
expressed), as has occurred in energy-efcient household goods, and encourage conversatons
amongst individuals about the nature of the new devices that they have been heretofore
welcoming into their homes. This would bring us some way towards de-camoufaging the
chameleon devices that increasingly surround us.
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